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ABSTRACT
Gathering forensic data from mobile devices has become essential with the rise of mobile
technology and the value of the data they store. This thesis looked at a new analysis platform,
which we called "T," and compared its output with an existing tool, Cellebrite’s Physical
Analyzer (CPA). We imaged 22 different devices with Cellebrite’s imaging software and
then analyzed the imageswith both tools. The phoneswere categorized into 1 of 7 categories
based on their content and usage. We concluded that CPA and T have different benefits.
CPA was strongest in its user interface and ability to determine web usage, as well as being
able to analyze a variety of devices. T had the ability to allow for keyword searches, which
allowed us to be able to identify more email address possibilities. We propose testing more
recent updates of the tools against a larger corpus of phones in future work.
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Forensic analysis of files and systems is a useful way of characterizing large volumes of
digital data. With the rise of mobile technology and the amount of data mobile devices now
hold, it is important to be able to analyze the digital data within these devices. Additionally,
deriving metadata from bulk mobile data has become increasingly beneficial since a vast
majority of communications now occur via mobile devices. Digital forensics tools, such as
Cellebrite, are necessary to be able to extract and analyze data content. These tools have
served their purpose well and have improved over time.
This thesis will look at a fairly new digital forensics analysis platform, which we refer to by
the alias "T." It will discuss the differences and similarities in T’s capabilities for mobile
phone image analysis with the capabilities offered by Cellebrite’s Physical Analyzer.
We will image a variety of mobile devices that have been collected from many different
countries and attempt to gather specific data from them.
1.1 Contribution to Department of Defense
This research will provide an understanding of the T tool and its capabilities in regards to
accurately analyzing data found on mobile phones, specifically iOS and Android devices.
It is crucial to be able to quickly and effectively analyze mobile devices that may contain
information related to national security. Preferably, we would do this using open source
tools.
1.2 Scope
The scope of this thesis will be limited to a comparison of information that can be obtained
frommobile images using T’smobile analysis toolswith the information that can be obtained
using Cellebrite’s Physical Analyzer Software. We will provide an analysis of the T tool
and its performance in comparison to Cellebrite’s.
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1.3 Research Questions
Through this thesis, we aim to answer the following research questions:
1. Are there identifiable differences between Cellebrite and T with respect to mobile 
device analysis capabilities?
2. Can we gather data from these files using T’s mobile device image analysis tool?
3. Can the same be done for files on an Android device?
4. Are there files found by one tool that are not found by the other?
5. Are there email addresses found by one tool and not the other?
1.4 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2will discuss some background
information on mobile forensics tools and related work on this topic. Chapter 3 will cover
the methodology and experimental process. Chapter 4 will discuss the experimental results
and findings. Chapter 5 will end with conclusions and future work.
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CHAPTER 2:
Background and Related Work
2.1 Mobile Device Use and Evolution
Nearly two-thirds of Americans are now smartphone owners as of April 2015, which is a
35% increase from 2011 [1]. At the same time that consumers have been increasing their
purchase of and use of mobile devices, manufacturers have been increasing the storage
capacities of these devices. This permits users to store more data and information than ever
before [2]. Mobile devices are essential these days for the average American: they are used
to communicate and provide instant information wherever you are. Eighty percent of mobile
device users report using their devices to access the Internet and download content [3]. With
all this use of mobile devices to communicate and facilitate our lives, it is no wonder that
they are rich in personal and valuable information.
2.2 Mobile Forensics
"Mobile forensics is a branch of computer forensics that focuses onmobile devices, typically
smart phones, tablets, iPads, and cellular devices" [4]. It is a type of electronic data
gathering, which targets taped conversations, pictures, texts, emails, phone numbers, video,
etc. [2]. Just as computer information is hard to delete, since data can only be truly deleted
by overwriting, the same applies to mobile devices. Users may believe data is permanently
gone once deleted, but often is recoverable and reviewable by forensic examiners [2], [4].
2.3 Guidelines
Mobile forensics is a fairly new and growing subarea of computer forensics, so the tools 
and resources are in the early stages of maturity [5]. The National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) provides a guideline that discusses procedures for the 
preservation, aquisition, examination, analysis, and reporting of digital evidence [6]. 
This is not meant to be a step-by-step guide on how to perform forensic examination on a 
mobile device, but rather it is meant to be a starting point and to outline the important 
principles of mobile forensic
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examination. The guide is meant to be used by law enforcement, incident responders, and
other types of investigators. It addresses common circumstances that may be encountered
by organizational security staff [6]. NIST Special Publications tend to be a good source
and starting point on computing topics because they are generally accepted as the baseline
standard.
2.4 Mobile Operating Systems
"A mobile operating system is an operating system that is specifically designed to run on
mobile devices" [7]. On a desktop or laptop, an operating system like Linux or Windows
is responsible for making physical resources (such as RAM, secondary storage, displays,
etc.) available to the system software. Similarly, "a mobile operating system is the software
platform on top of which other programs can run on mobile devices" [7]. There are many
different types of mobile operating systems and they are constantly changing, which means
an operating system that is available now most likely will not be available after a few
years [8]. Since compatibility with a forensic tool is based on the mobile device’s operating
system and there are so many, each with multiple versions, determining compatibility can be
a challenge [9]. Three of the more common mobile operating systems are briefly described
below.
2.4.1 Android
The Android operating system is developed by Google, and it was originally released
in September of 2008. "It is based on the Linux Kernel and is designed primarily for
touchscreen devices such as smartphones and tablets. Android has the largest installed
base of all operating systems and has been the best-selling mobile operating system since
2013" [10]. The source code is open-source and is developed in private by Google and then
released publicly when a new version comes out [10]. "The Linux Kernel provides access
to core services such as security, memory management, process management, network
stack, and driver model. Because it is open-source it is designed to simplify the reuse of
components since developers are given full access to the same framework APIs used by
core applications" [9]. The use of a Linux Kernel in Android phones provides an advantage
because there is an ability to use Linux commands such as "dd" when the mobile device
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is rooted. The downside to this is that the security features make forensic analysis more
difficult [11].
2.4.2 iPhone
"The iPhone runs an operating system called iOS. It is a variant of the Darwin operating
system that is also found in Mac OS X. The operating system takes up less than half
a gigabyte" [12]. It only supports applications distributed through Apple’s App Store.
The operating system is managed and updated through a system known as iTunes from a
computer. Apple provides free updates through this system as long as the required version is
being used [12]. "The iPhone operating system has four layers; the core OS, core services,
media, and Cocoa Touch. The core OS and core services are the bottom two layers and they
contain the fundamental interfaces for iOS. These include the interfaces for accessing files,
low-level data types, network sockets, and the UNIX sockets" [9].
2.4.3 BlackBerry
"The BlackBerry OS is a proprietary mobile operating system developed by BlackBerry
Limited. The operating system providesmultitasking and supports specialized input devices
that have been adopted by BlackBerry. The platform is best known for its native support for
corporate email through MIDP 1.0 and 2.0 which allows synchronization with Microsoft
Exchange, Lotus Domino, and Novell GroupWise email" [13]. The operating system
supports WAP 1.2 and it gets updated automatically whenever it has access to a wireless
Internet connection [13]. There is little public information known about the BlackBerry
operating system architecture. What is known is that it is run on a VM or virtual machine
with Java. Proprietary andMDS are the two runtime environments the BlackBerry operating
system has [13].
2.5 Other Mobile Forensics Work
There was a similar project done by the University of Glasgow where a group of researchers
collected re-sold mobile devices and attempted to gather data from them [14]. They looked
at two aspects; the first was how much sensitive information they were able to gather from
these devices and the second was the consistency of the information gathered from different
5
forensic applications [14]. They found that the smartphones contained some sensitive data,
but not as much as they expected, and of the three software products tested, two performed
significantly better, producing similar results [15].
2.6 Previous Tools
Since mobile devices are constantly changing there has been difficulty with digital forensics
tools being able to keep up. Some popular tools are:
1. FTK Mobile Phone Examiner. This tool was themost commonly used forensics tool
in the U.S. in 2011. Data could be collected off a mobile phone via cable, Infrared,
or Bluetooth without modifying any content on the phone [16].
2. Oxygen Forensic Suite. This tool is Europe’s preferred mobile forensic tool. It
has all the abilities that many other tools have, but additionally it could provide geo-
tagging information for Nokia phones. Not many other tools could do that, so that
makes them stand out [17].
3. EnCase Neutrino. This tool was similar to the Cellebrite tool we used because it also
allowed for a connection via USB where the tool identified the device and provided
all possible adapters. This tool imaged the SIM cards, providing user-account data as
well [16].
4. Paraben’s Device Seizure. This tool was special in that it had low system require-
ments. It was able to run on any computer no matter if it was old or new [17].
5. iPhone Analyzer. This tool supports iPhone 5 and older. It uses Apple’s own iTunes
software to download the Analyzer via the iTunes App Store and is able to recover
backups, geo-locate the device, view all photos, examine the address book, and export
files to a local file system [18].
2.7 Mobile Triaging
Triaging in medicine means deciding when patients get seen based on the urgency of their 
condition. As a general definition, triage is the process through which things are ranked in 
terms of importance or priority [19]. With the increasing popularity of mobile devices and 
many malicious people using them for crimes, there is a strong demand for efficiently 
accessing the data of value on mobile devices [20].
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Before, mobile analysis consisted of manual inspection and pictures taken of phone screens,
but that has completely changed due to the fast pace of mobile technology and the forensic
tools that are now available. To figure out what devices are worth looking at and which will
not be too helpful, analysists need a way of distinguishing them. This is where automatic
triaging and categorization comes into play [20]. Work on datamining andmachine learning
has helped advance the ability to triage mobile devices and more efficiently find the content
that would be of value on mobile devices [20].
Machine learning and data mining algorithms have played a major role in mobile triaging.
A collection of known and categorized phones serve as a training corpus to then be able to
classify new phones based on features and phone content [21]. There is a technique called
"5 minute forensics" that has served as a framework for mobile triaging. This technique
uses five pre-determined categories that refer to amount of usage ranging from occasional
to hacker [21]. The idea is that if one device gets classified as "occasional," meaning little
to no usage, and another as "hacker," meaning a large amount of usage, then the obvious
one to look at first is the latter one because it was used more and might contain more data
of value.
7




In this chapter, we provide more details about the Cellebrite Physical Analyzer tool and
the T mobile analysis tool and the approach taken to evaluate them. We will describe the
experimentation process, failures, and successes.
3.1 Device Imaging
To do any analysis on a mobile device, aside from physical inspection of the device, it is
necessary to create an image of that device. An image is a copy of the contents of the device
that is transferred to another device such as a computer or laptop.
3.1.1 Data Acquisition Techniques
There are two main approaches to doing a mobile extraction, physical and logical. A
physical extraction is a bit by bit copy of memory. It includes flash memory which allows
access to data and files that might have been lost or deleted. [22]. A logical extraction is not
a bit by bit copy; it is more of a data request. The device’s own API is used to communicate
with it and data that is live and viewable on the device can be requested. The device then
replies and sends the data over a communications channel. A logical extraction is much
quicker since there is a lot less data to gather [23]. There were a few devices that did not
allow for a physical extraction, so for those devices we decided to do a logical extraction.
For this thesis we mainly performed physical extractions.
3.1.2 Cellebrite UFED Touch
For this thesis, we used Cellebrite’s Universal Forensics Extraction Device Touch hardware
[24]. TheUFED allowed for several differentmobile device types to be attached and imaged.
The hardware worked alongside Cellebrite’s Physical Analyzer Software which needed to
be run simultaneously to image the device. In our data set there were many different devices
that required many different attachments to be able to access them. The UFED came with
all possible attachment options.
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Once the right attachment was found the device needed to be fully charged before imaging
could be attempted. The UFED provided a set of specific instructions to prepare each type
of device for imaging. We focused on mobile phones that allowed for a physical extraction.
The physical extraction process varied fromphone to phone. Generally, the imaging process,
with the exception of iPhones, was as follows:
1. Enable debugging; this was done manually if necessary.
2. Turn off the phone and plug it in to the UFED hardware via a USB connection.
3. Plug the UFED into the USB port of a computer or laptop running the Cellebrite
Physical Analyzer Software.
4. Follow the prompt provided by the UFED to start the extraction process via the
software running on the computer.
After these steps were taken the extraction process began and extracted a bit-by-bit memory
copy to a file path of choice.
The imaging process for an iPhone device was different than the process for other phones.
All iPhones had the same set of instructions. The process for iPhones typically went as
follows:
1. Turn off the iPhone.
2. Put the iPhone into DFU mode according to instructions on the screen.
a. Hold the Home button and plug the iPhone in via a USB cable.
b. Keep holding the home and additionally the power button down at the same
time when an iTunes image appears on the screen.
c. Keep holding both buttons for 3 seconds after the screen goes black.
d. Release the power button. At this point the iPhone has entered DFU mode.
3. Observe the iPhone’s information that appears on the screen. Notice that the serial 
number, OS version, and whether or not it has been jailbroken appears onscreen.
4. Continue the extraction process and select the Physical Extraction option.
5. Select the file path where the extraction should be placed.
The imaging process for BlackBerry phones was similar to the Android imaging process
except the phone did not need to be turned off. The rest of the steps were the same. The
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Blackberry phones imaged much more quickly than most of the Android phones.
3.2 Mobile Image Analysis Tools
After the device was imaged and the extraction process was complete, the image needed to
be analyzed. This was done with mobile image analysis tools. Our goal was to evaluate the
effectiveness of T. To accomplish this we compared the analysis of a device using Cellebrite
to the analysis of that same device using T. Specifically, we were looking for differences in
email addresses and web usage data between both analyses.
3.2.1 Cellebrite Physical Analyzer
Cellebrite’s UFED Touch came paired with Cellebrite’s Physical Analyzer [25]. The soft-
ware was used to both extract the data from the devices as well as view the content once
the extraction was complete. Its GUI was user-friendly and provided a filesystem type of
view with files and folders off to the left hand side. The various types of files such as
pictures, emails, media, contacts, accounts, etc. were listed and it provided the number of
each found. Clicking on the file type opened a tab listing all the files and information on all
those files.
Cellebrite provides an option to create a report for any imaged device. The report can
include all files found on a device along with hash functions computed on files. This report
can be exported in various formats. We chose to export the reports in XML format.
The Physical Analyzer produces reports in a proprietary XML format. We converted these
XML reports to DFXML to enable use as input to other scripts and tools that run analysis
on the mobile device images. Conversion was performed using an existing Python script
that was written by Riqui Schwamm and Dr. Neil C. Rowe from NPS. "DFXML stands
for Digital Forensics XML and is an XML language designed to represent a wide range
of forensic information and forensic processing results" [26]. DFXML is a standard that
comes fromTheNational Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). NIST usesDFXML
internally for some research projects and to distribute some information [27].
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3.2.2 T
T is the alias we have assigned to a mobile forensics tool that has been classified as For
Official Use Only or FOUO. T is basically a version of Autopsy with a few additional
features. "Autopsy is a digital forensics platform and graphical interface to The Sleuth Kit
and other digital forensics tools. It is used by law enforcement, military, and corporate
examiners to investigate what happened on a computer or device" [28]. The T interface is
GUI based. It is similar to Cellebrite’s in that it is set up like a file system. The additional
features include some extra modules, including the Bulk Extractor module, Smirk module,
Volatility module, and Forensic Toolbox module. For our experimentation we used all of
these modules.
T allows a user to add data sources to a case as input. For our data sources we added either
the binaries or disk images extracted using the UFED touch. There is no limit to the number
of sources that can be added to each case. We created a case for each mobile device.
3.3 Phone Corpus
Our data set consisted of 20 mobile phones and 1 Apple device (iPod) that came from
the Real Data Corpus, all imaged using Cellebrite’s UFED Touch. Five of those mobile
phones were iPhones, 5 were Samsung, 2 were BlackBerrys, 1 was HTC, 2 were LG, 1 was
Motorola, 3 were Nokia, and 1 was Sony. Table 3.1 shows the details on the phones that
were imaged. The first two letters of the phone names are the country code of the phones
country of origin.
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Table 3.1. Phone Corpus Details
Phone Vendor Name Model Extraction Type OS Version
BZ-12 Samsung Galaxy S III GT-I9305 Physical Android 4.1.2
BZ-25 Samsung Galaxy Ace 3 GT-S7270L Physical Android 4.2.2
CA-01 Apple iPhone 4 Physical iOS 5.1.1
DE-18 Motorola Razor GSM V3 Physical Android 2.3.6
FR-04 Nokia Lumnia 1520 Logical Windows 8
FR-05 Apple iPhone 4 Physical iOS 4.3.2
IN-11 Dell ZTE Blade XCD35 Physical Android 2.2
SG-27 Samsung Galaxy III GT-I5801 Physical Android 2.1
SG-28 LG Pop GD510 Logical Flash n/a
SG-29 Nokia N97 mini N97 mini Physical Symbian 9.4
SG-34 Samsung Corby Pro GT-B5310r Logical Proprietary n/a
SG-50 HTC Incredible S S710e Physical Android 2.2.1
SG-64 LG Optimus L3 E400 Physical Android 2.3.6
SG-66 Nokia X3 X3 Physical unknown unknown
SG-80 Apple iPhone 2 Physical iOS 3.1.3
SG-81 Apple iPhone 3 Physical iOS 5.1.1
SG-88 Apple iPod 3G Physical iOS 4.2.1
TH-02 Sony Xperia E15i Physical Android 2.1
TH-05 BlackBerry Curve 9300 Physical BlackBerry 5.0.0.912
TH-09 Samsung Ch@t 322 GT-C3222 Physical Android n/a
TH-12 Apple iPhone 3G Physical iOS 4.2.1
TH-20 BlackBerry Curve 9300 Physical BlackBerry 6.0.0.546
Here, we list the specifications of all the imaged devices including whether they 
had a physical or logical extraction.
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3.4 Mobile Image Inspection and Content
All device images were analyzed using Cellebrite’s Physical Analyzer as well as T. We
compared and contrasted the outputs of each tool. We focused on email and web usage. We
used the information gathered on these files as our basis for determining the strengths and
weaknesses of the two tools. Web and email files are common in most devices and provided
a good baseline. Real email addresses have been replaced with equivalent addresses for
privacy reasons.
3.4.1 Analysis using Cellebrite
With the Cellebrite’s Physical Analyzer Software the process of gathering email addresses
varied. On some devices the tool did a good job collecting them and gathering them under
the email tab. It allowed us to navigate the addresses found and then showed us where on
the device they were found.
There were devices that provided zero addresses in the list of emails. Deeper inspection and
searching through the logs and files showed that there were indeed some email addresses
present.
Facebook Messenger seemed to provide email addresses on most devices that contained
Messenger data. Account data and email were recorded among the message exchanges
between the user and other contacts.
CPA was able to provide the device logs, which recorded all activity on a device and were
a good resource when the tool had not been able to find much information on its own. It
provided information on every email that was sent and all web activity. The downside to
going through the logs was that it was a lot of data to look through. But there was a search
function that allowed for you to look for keywords or sort the data to make it easier to find
what you were looking for.
Cellebrite also provides a tab on any web content that it may find. In cases where it
found something it provided the URL address and information on when the web page was
accessed. In cases where no web content was provided it was usually due to having a basic
device. Some of the mobile devices either were too basic to support web usage or contained
web browser applications that were not too user-friendly.
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3.4.2 Analysis using the T tool
With the T tool, which is similar to Autopsy (as mentioned before), the process for gathering 
email addresses and web usage information was not as user-friendly. There is a designated 
area where T places any email addresses that were found, but after some trial and error we 
figured out T contained a better method for finding email addresses. T has a tool that runs 
a search for an @ character and then places the results of that search into a file.
The way the search algorithm works is by looking for a pattern of some string of characters
followed by an @ and then more characters followed by a final .com, .net, .gov, etc. We
found that a lot of the output from this search resulted in text incorrectly identified as
addresses, but many of those were obviously wrong and actual email addresses could be
identified.
Web usage was tricky with the T tool. Similar to email content, there was an allocated area 
for T to place the results of web usage. We classified web usage as anything that 
suggested the device was used to connect to the Internet, such as stored bookmarks, 
cookies, or URLs. When web usage was not too apparent there was also a search method 
to be run where the algorithm searched for "www" followed by a URL pattern to try and 
find evidence of URLs.
3.5 Categorization
We categorized each phone based on the content and usage. This was a way to classify our
findings and better understand different patterns found. We came up with seven different
categories.
1. Very little to no content: phones that showed little or no content at all either because
they were not used much or because content was successfully removed or deleted.
2. Normal user: phones that appeared to belong to a normal non-malicious user with
the usual kinds of calls, messages, web usage, email, camera usage, etc.
3. Mostly Facebook: phones that mostly consisted of Facebook messages or Facebook
content.
4. Basic Phone: seems like the phone belonged to a normal user, but the phone was too
basic to have email or web usage.
5. High email activity: phones that showed a large use of email and not much else.
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6. High web activity: phones that were mostly used for web and not much else.
7. Odd usage or content: phoneswhose logs represent non-normal usage, whose location






For our experiment, we compared the analysis of mobile devices with Cellebrite versus T.
We were looking for differences in content according to the output of both tools. We looked
at all content in general, but focused on email addresses and web usage. We wanted to know
if one tool reported more or less information on these specific types of files.
After gathering, the results from both tools were compared and the differences were 
measured.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 BZ-12 Samsung Galaxy S III
CPA reported 112 email conversations. Three conversations were found on the Gmail 
application from mail-noreply@google.com to mamourdu03@gmail.com, which 
belonged to a Micka’ Mamour. The rest of the email conversations were found in the logs 
table and they were addressed to coupledelannee03@hotmail.fr which belonged to Mika 
Mik. Those emails were from various no-reply email addresses such as samsungaccount-
noreply@samsung.com or billing@microsoft.com. There were also some emails that were 
gaming related such as those to xbox live, EA games, Black Ops 2, and Call of Duty. 
There was one Outlook account, the email content of which was mostly about gaming. All 
messages showed up as read. It looks like this phone was used for email from 8/18/2012 to 
1/27/2013. When looking at the email content, we saw that most of the emails were 
confirmations for accounts for games.
Most of the web usage was connecting to a site to access a hotspot. Any other sites
had .fr included in the address. There were also a few gaming blogs. Some book-
marks were ebay.com, facebook.com, google.com, nytimes.com, twitter.com, yahoo.com,
fr.m.wikipedia.com, myspace.com, and www.weather.com. This phone had 655 calls
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logged, 861 SMS messages, over 40 contacts, over 6,000 images and 68 videos.
T reported that it found 542 email addresses using the script described in Chapter 3. Most
of these matches were not actual email addresses, just matches to the keyword search
script provided. A lot of them were vendor contact email addresses. T provides you
with the amount of times a certain email came up in the keyword search. For example
mamourd00@gmail.com came up the most at 36 times and then u0300@gmail.com came
up secondmost at 18. After a closer look, it seems that there were only about 4 personal
emails found.
The contacts seemed to be the same amount as CPA. T showed quite a bit more of deleted
data than Cellebrite. The call log was significantly smaller at 27 and only about 4,000
images and 11 videos detected. We were not able to distinguish web usage. We classify this
phone as one that belonged to a normal user. There was evidence of a significant amount of
use to make phone calls and send SMS messages. There was also a large number of images
reported by both CPA and T.
4.2.2 BZ-25 Samsung Galaxy Ace 3
CPA reported no email or web usage at all. Timestamps confirm that this phone was used
from 2007-2008. Other data found was 1 user account, 28 SMS messages, 356 images, and
1 video.
T reported 152 emails. Only 2 seemed like actual email addresses, which were sinaidde-
center4000@gmail.com which had 8 hits and ellenor1233@netlock.net with 3 hits. There
was almost no evidence of web usage, but there were some Chromium cookies left behind
which leads one to believe that the Chromium App was installed at some point. Other data
it found was 269 images, and 2 videos. One would have to classify this phone as a basic
phone, with the result that there was very little to no email or web usage.
4.2.3 CA-01 Apple iPhone
CPA reported one email address, andy1chiang1234@yahoo.com, which CPA identified
as the user’s AppleID. There were some cookies left from web usage which included
google.com, twitter.com, wikipedia.com, and a lot from facebook.com. The phone had
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88 contacts on Facebook and Facebook Messenger. All of the messaging was done on
Facebook Messenger. There were over 8,000 pictures found, but most seemed to be system
pictures. Other interesting data found was the location data, which all came from Virginia.
The T tool reported back that it found 0 email addresses but did find 6,196 matches to the
keyword search. After a closer look it turns out none of those were actual personal email
addresses, simply false matches to the keyword search. There was little evidence left of
web usage. There were some cookies found. I was not able to see any of the Facebook data.
The fact that there were no phone contacts and that they all came from Facebook makes me
believe the user used this phone mostly for Facebook. There was some evidence of web
usage but not much.
4.2.4 DE-18 Motorola Razor
CPA reported no evidence of web or email usage on this phone. All we were able to find
were 70 SMS messages, 322 pictures, and 1 video. Timestamps suggest this phone was in
use in 2006. The T tool produced an error message and was not able to analyze the contents
of this phone. This phone was a basic phone. The lack of web or email use is most likely
because of the fact that this phone is over 10 years old.
4.2.5 FR-04 Nokia Lumnia
This phone only provided a logical extraction. CPA found 6 personal pictures. Since a
logical extraction does not provide a binary image, there was no image to be able to analyze
with the T tool. We categorized this phone as having very little to no content.
4.2.6 FR-05 Apple iPhone
CPA reported no email addresses on this phone. The only thing we were able to see on this
phone was that most of its location data suggested it was located in Europe. It also had 5
voicemail messages. I was not able to find any contacts or SMS messages.
The powering event data was really odd. The log suggests 8 powerups in the year 1970
and then jumps to one powerup in July of 2014, one in August 2014 and then 15 powerups
in September 2014, of which 12 were within 2 hours of each other. The powerups shown
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for 1970 can be explained by the fact that 1970 is the default year for Unix-based systems.
There were no applications installed on the device other than the default Apps.
T reported 3,127 email addresses, but those were only matches to the script. After further
inspection, none were actual email addresses. Other than that, we were not able to get
much from this phone. I would classify this phone as one with odd usage. The powerup
data is not normal and the fact that there were no contacts or messages, or evidence of web
usage, is odd. The phone was also named "phone repair" and it was linked to a PC named
"PHONEREPAIR-PC," which suggests the phone might not been used as a traditional
mobile phone.
4.2.7 IN-11 Dell ZTE Blade
CPA was able to detect one personal email address and there were cookies and stored
bookmarks, which suggest web usage. The T tool displayed an error message and was not
able to analyze the contents of this phone. It was classified as a phone with normal usage.
4.2.8 SG-27 Samsung Galaxy III
There were almost 200 email messages associated with the same single email address found
by CPA. Most of the files found had been deleted. This phone was likely reset. There were
6 web bookmarks and 4 web cookies found suggesting web usage. The T tool reported an
error when trying to import the binary files from this phone. It could not determine the
file system type. It was classified as a phone with normal usage. There was a lot of other
evidence that this phone was used normally and was reset, for example over 30,000 deleted
SMS messages.
4.2.9 SG-28 LG Pop
This phone was imaged logically with CPA and it reported 475 SMS messages and 206
contacts. There was no email or web data reported. T was not able to provide an analysis
since there were no binary files to import. It was classified as a phone with very little to no
content.
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4.2.10 SG-29 Nokia N97 Mini
CPA reported no email addresses and some web usage including 12 web cookies and 9
bookmarked sites. This phone was a Nokia with a Symbian OS and T was not able to
analyze the binary file. It could not determine the file system type. It was classified as a
phone with normal usage.
4.2.11 SG-34 Samsung Corby Pro
This phone was imaged logically. CPA found three pictures and nothing else. T was not
able to provide an analysis since there were no binary files to import. It was classified as a
phone with very little to no content.
4.2.12 SG-50 HTC Incredible S
CPA reported no email addresses, but a significant amount of web usage. There were
over 30 sites bookmarked and almost 500 web cookies. A lot of files were deleted, which
suggests the phone was reset. T got 4,500 hits with the keyword search, but only about 5 of
those turned out to be legitimate personal email addresses. I would classify this phone as
normal with high web activity.
4.2.13 SG-64 LG Optimus L3
CPA reported no email addresses or web usage. We did find saved evidence of 
connection to 34 wireless networks. Even though we did not find any URL addresses, 
the 34 saved networks could be a sign of web activity. A lot of the files looked like they 
were deleted, which suggests the phone might have been reset. T reported two personal 
email accounts found via the keyword search script and not much else. It was classified 
as a phone with normal usage.
4.2.14 SG-66 Nokia X3
CPA reported no email addresses. There were 6 web bookmarks and not much else. This
phone was a Nokia and T was not able to analyze the binary file. It could not determine the
file system type. It was classified as a phone with very little to no content.
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4.2.15 SG-80 Apple iPhone
CPA was not able to find any email or web usage on this phone. It did recognize that it had 
a web browser application installed and some pictures but that is it. T found nothing but 84 
matches to the keyword search; of those matches, most were email accounts but none 
seemed like personal ones. It was classified as a phone with very little to no content.
4.2.16 SG-81 Apple iPhone
CPA reported a specific email address as the user’s Apple ID and 1 other email address
associated with 30 inbox messages. There were 14 wireless networks, evidence of web
history, and 169 web cookies found suggesting web usage was high on this phone. This
phone was also heavily used for Facebook, as there were almost 500 Facebook contacts. T
was able to find over 74,000 matches to the keyword search, but none seemed like legitimate
personal email addresses. It was classified as a phone with high web and Facebook usage.
4.2.17 SG-88 Apple iPod
CPA found two Apple ID email addresses as well as 114 email conversations. This was the
only device that was not a phone. There was a lot of evidence of web usage, there was some
web history, web bookmarks, 5 IP connections, 4 wireless network records and over 4,000
web cookies. It was classified as a phone with high web usage.
4.2.18 TH-02 Sony Xperia
CPA reported no email addresses for this phone. It did find a lot of evidence of web usage.
There were 19 wireless network records, 323 web cookies, 152 web bookmarks, and 309
web history entries. Classified under high web usage.
4.2.19 TH-05 BlackBerry Curve
CPA reported mostly a large call log on this phone. It found one email address, but it seemed
to be a false positive. This was the first one that was not a valid personal email address.
There was evidence of web usage such as 42 web history records and 5 web cookies. Also,
219 pictures and not much else. This phone was a BlackBerry and T was not able to analyze
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the binary file; it could not determine the file system type. It was classified as a phone with
high web usage.
4.2.20 TH-09 Samsung Ch@t 322
All CPA found on this phone was 47 SMS messages that were deleted and nothing else. T
was not able to find any useful data on this phone. It was classified as a phone with very
little to no content.
4.2.21 TH-12 Apple iPhone
CPA reported no Apple ID unlike the other Apple devices. It did find over 500 email
conversations all sent to one email address. Under user accounts it reported a SMTP and a
POP service account both with the same user name as the email address. There was a lot
of evidence of web usage, 334 web cookies, 29 web history, 20 network records, and 151
IP connections. T did identify 1 personal email address matching the one found with CPA
in email conversations. It was classified as a phone with high web usage.
4.2.22 TH-20BlackBerry Curve
CPA reported no email activity and only 1 web bookmark. Other than that there were just
a few pictures and 3 videos. This phone was a BlackBerry and T was not able to analyze
the binary file. It could not determine the file system type. It was classified as a phone with
very little to no content.
4.3 Categorization Results
The devices that were analyzed with CPA, and some with T as well, were placed in one
of 7 categories described previously in Chapter 3. Table 4.1 shows the results as well as
whether or not T was able to analyze a device. The devices were categorized based on the
predominant usage of the devices reported from CPA and T.
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Table 4.1. Categorization Results
Phone Vendor Name Extraction Type OS T Extraction Category
BZ-12 Samsung Galaxy S III Physical Android Y Normal
BZ-25 Samsung Galaxy Ace 3 Physical Android Y Basic
CA-01 Apple iPhone Physical iOS Y Facebook
DE-18 Motorola Razor Physical Android N Basic
FR-04 Nokia Lumnia Logical Windows N L/N content
FR-05 Apple iPhone Physical iOS Y Odd
IN-11 Dell ZTE Blade Physical Android N Normal
SG-27 Samsung Galaxy III Physical Android Y Normal
SG-28 LG Pop Logical Flash N L/N content
SG-29 Nokia N97 mini Physical Symbian N Normal
SG-34 Samsung Corby Pro Logical Proprietary N Normal
SG-50 HTC Incredible S Physical Android Y Web
SG-64 LG Optimus L3 Physical Android Y Normal
SG-66 Nokia X3 Physical n/a N L/N content
SG-80 Apple iPhone Physical iOS Y L/N content
SG-81 Apple iPhone Physical iOS Y Facebook
SG-88 Apple iPod Physical iOS Y Web/Email
TH-02 Sony Xperia Physical Android Y Web
TH-05 BlackBerry Curve Physical BlackBerry N Web
TH-09 Samsung Ch@t 322 Physical Android Y L/N content
TH-12 Apple iPhone Physical iOS Y Web
TH-20 BlackBerry Curve Physical BlackBerry N L/N content
Here, we show all the devices that were imaged and the category they were 
each placed in. We also show whether or not the devices were analyzed using T. 
"L/N content" means little to no content.
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CHAPTER 5:
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
We were able to extract a lot of data from multiple devices. We included a sample of those
devices in this thesis. There were a few issues with the extraction process. A previous
version of CPA was used due to the fact that an update on the hardware was not able to
be installed. Some of the devices could not be imaged due to inability to charge, physical
damage, or internal error. CPA did not provide physical extractions for some of the devices,
so therefore we did a logical extraction. The devices that were imaged and analyzed allowed
us to draw several conclusions: CPA and T can provide similar results for some devices,
CPA had a better user interface, T was able to find more email addresses with its keyword
search, T was only able to analyze images of Android and Apple devices, T could not
analyze logically extracted devices, and web usage was easier to determine with CPA. But
the tools used together could provide more data than one alone, and at least could provide
confirmation of each other’s results.
5.2 Future Work
We were only able to analyze a sample of the devices. Future work could include analysis
of the rest of the devices and more. There were only devices from certain countries, and
it would be good to include more countries. Also, analyzing the devices with updated
versions of CPA’s software might provide different results. We did not search the devices
manually to try to verify results from either T or CPA. We did not analyze the devices with
the Dirim system, so future work would include this as well.
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